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THE RIGHT UMP PARTY WINS THE DEPARTMENTAL ELECTIONS IN FRANCE
UMP AHEAD AND FN GETS NO COUNTY

Paris, Washington DC, 02.04.2015, 01:45 Time

USPA NEWS - The UMP (French Right Party of Nicolas Sarkozy former French President) is clearly winner out of the departmental
elections. Including Paris, French Guiana and Martinique, the opposition party won 1,138 advisors under its own label leading 67
departments elected labeled "other right (899) UDI (379)

The PS (Socialist Party of François Hollande, current French President) is second with 1,008 elected and lead 34 departments with
448 advisors "miscellaneous left" and 65 left radicals.-----------------------------------ABSTENTION-----------------------------------The
abstention is high and stable abstention was noted from the first round to the second tour. One estimate Ipsos / Sopra Steria France
Televisions, the abstention rate for the second round of the departmental elections proved 49.8% almost the same as for the first
round on 22 March.------------------------------------------FEEDBACK OF POLITICIANS LEADERS FROM THE RIGHT WING'S
STATEMENTS--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
François Fillon (UMP) former French Prime Minister (2007-2012) states "A Sound of Thunder for the left, a great victory for the
Republican right and center! Congratulations to all our candidates and candidates engaged on the ground for our values and
Principles . They deserve it! ".
The result of the departmental elections represents a magnificent victory of our candidates and our candidates who have just
completed a wonderful campaign. It is the victory of the winning strategy from UMP-UDI-Modem. "According to Alain Juppé (Former
French Prime Minister, 1995 to 1997) with" the covenant of the JUMP strategy, UDI and modem ". Here we are on the right track as
the unit advocated has been paying at right taking advantage while the left is divided.

With over 25 departments recovered at the left, right, is mathematically the winner of the departmental elections.
Nicolas Sarkozy often mocked (by opponents of the same party) take this moement "grace" in that it retrieved from the presidency of
his party the UMP for its result jubkier voting right. He said: "Never under the Fifth Republic, our political family had won so many
departments (...) The French have overwhelmingly rejected the policy of Hollande and his government.".
He adds, "The lie, denial, helplessness were punished".-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Laurent Wauquiez No. 3 of the UMP he says of his boss (Means Nicolas Sarkozy) says: "Nobody can say now that Nicolas Sarkozy
missed his come back." "In the counties where clashed PS and UMP," 66-70% of FN voters returned to us, "a postponement which
was only 50% in the 2012 presidential election" This means that there a hope."

Marine Le Pen has in her turn said "This is a significant increase for the FN while the PS is laminated." She did not demand the
resignation of Prime Minister she calls "A mediocre politician." Source http://discours.vie-publique.fr/notices/123000855.html
-------------------THE RIGHT PARTY TOOK MATHEMATICALLY ADVANTAGE OF THE LEFT'S DISUNITY----------
From the side of Nicolas Sarkozy, former president of France, he has surfed upon the weakness of disunity of the left (Disagreements
between Socialists and the Ecologists and left wing, added to a high number of slingers within the same party). Not to forget that the
Right Party between 2004 and 2012, has lost its majority in the same parliamentary configuration. Since the successive defeats of the
left (Municipal elections and European and Senatorial) weakened the Socialist Party (Majority weakened), which currently governs
and revives animosities between parliamentarians and opponents, and became a boon for political opponents of the
Right;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Nicolas Sarkozy and Marine Le Pen, for example, are more likely to make this opportunity to extrapolate these results on national
elections deadlines that will take place in two and a half year via the universal suffrage (Futures presidential elections in 2017). It is
true that both candidates have already declared their candidacy for President , in the image of their respective big ambitions. To be
continued“¦Source: AFP, LCP TV
Channel,www.interieur,gouv.fr---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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